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In September 2020, China proposed a carbon neutral target for 2060, and at the

same time proposed to accelerate the implementation of the national carbon

peaking task for 2030. In the context of “dual carbon,” provinces and cities

urgently need to achieve low-carbon transformational development, but there

are significant differences in the development level, process and trend of

carbon emission reduction among regions. Therefore, it is necessary to

understand the carbon emission characteristics of each city, so as to provide

scientific and effective guidance for local governments to adopt differentiated

low-carbon emission reduction measures. In this paper, the spatial and

temporal distribution characteristics of carbon emissions and carbon

intensity of 16 cities in Shandong Province were analyzed with the help of

ArcGIS, and then the static and dynamic factors affecting urban carbon

emissions were considered comprehensively, and the clustering analysis of

16 cities was conducted by using the systematic clustering method. The results

show that, according to the characteristics of each type of cities, they can be

summarized into four categories: “low economic high carbon type,” “high

economic high carbon type,” “high economic low carbon type,” “low

carbon.” The results show that the cities in each category do not have

complete geographical continuity. Finally, after analyzing the characteristics

of carbon emissions in each type of cities, this paper proposes targeted policy

recommendations to promote the development of low-carbon emission

reduction.
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Introduction

The issue of climate warming has received widespread

attention for its severity of damage to the ecological

environment and the urgency of solving the threat to human

survival and development, and the joint global response to

climate warming has become the rightful meaning of the

community of human destiny. According to the International

Energy Agency (IEA), China leads the world in carbon emissions

with 98.09 × 108 t in 2019. Facing this severe carbon emission

status, in September 2020, China announced at the 75th session

of the United Nations General Assembly that it “will increase its

autonomous national contribution, adopt more vigorous policies

and measures, and strive to reach peak CO2 emissions by

2030 and achieve carbon neutrality by 2060 (Zhang Y. X.

et al., 2021). As China’s economy enters a critical period of

high-quality development, emission peak and carbon neutrality

will effectively help China to cope with global climate change and

will become the general grasp to promote the development of

comprehensive green transformation of economy and society

(Xu et al., 2020). And strengthen research on green technologies

and other aspects to promote sustainable development.

Cities are the main sources of energy consumption and

greenhouse gas emissions, and they are also the main subjects

of energy transition and environmental management policies

(Jiao et al., 2018). Due to different economic and social

development requirements and ecological constraints, the

carbon emission reduction potential of cities varies greatly

(Aubrey et al., 2015). And due to the regional differences and

unevenness in the natural conditions, resource endowment,

energy structure, industrial structure and economic

development level of cities, the development path of low-

carbon cities should also be different from city to city (Gu,

2019). Different cities are at different stages of development and

have different potential and abilities to control carbon emissions.

With large differences in urban carbon emissions, unified carbon

emission reduction policy requirements have instead brought

greater negative impacts on the low-carbon development of some

cities. The driving factors of urban development in the same

region are similar, and the development factors are more mobile,

so the governance models can influence and learn from each

other well (Guo and Yuan, 2020). The “Action Plan for Carbon

Peaking by 2030” released on 26 October 2021, emphasizes the

important ideas of overall deployment, categorized policies, and

local adaptation to promote regional carbon peaking and carbon

neutrality. From the perspective of carbon emission reduction,

the classification of city types based on their carbon reduction

capacity is the key to effectively guiding regional low-carbon

development (Yu et al., 2012). Therefore, it is important to study

the spatial pattern changes and distribution characteristics of

carbon emissions in cities on a longtime scale, clarify the

influencing factors of carbon emissions, cluster and analyze

different characteristic city clusters, and identify different

types of cities’ carbon peak paths, and insist on localization,

classification, and intra-regional linkage (Yilin and Ming, 2018).

It is of strategic importance to promote the coordinated,

sequential, and orderly peaking of cities for the overall low-

carbon development of the country.

Therefore, it is urgent to study and analyze the spatial and

temporal distribution characteristics and clustering

characteristics of carbon emissions for cities in large carbon

emission provinces, and effectively promote their low-carbon

transition development. Shandong Province, with the highest

population and GDP in China, is the key region in the eastern

region to accomplish carbon emission reduction tasks, and

promoting carbon emission reduction in Shandong Province

has a catalytic effect on promoting low-carbon development

nationwide (Liu, 2020). Moreover, there are large differences

in development factors such as natural resources and economic

development levels among cities in Shandong Province,

therefore, studying the differences in carbon emission

reduction possibilities among cities in Shandong Province is

important for clarifying regional carbon emission reduction

capacity, guiding the government to coordinate the

formulation of effective low-carbon transition development

policies, forming a reasonable provincial grid-based emission

reduction path, and strongly promoting the achievement of

national double carbon targets as well as the construction of

innovative cities in China and promote city sustainable

development is of great significance (Wang, 2018). In

summary, this study firstly compares the relevant literature on

urban carbon emissions, clarifies the existing methods and

results, and thoroughly investigates the spatial and temporal

characteristics and dynamic evolution patterns of carbon

emissions and carbon intensity of cities in Shandong

Province. Considering various static and dynamic factors

affecting carbon peaking and carbon neutralization, the study

Uses the systematic clustering method to cluster 16 cities in

Shandong, we deeply explore the characteristics of indicators,

and propose corresponding countermeasures and paths for

carbon emission reduction in Shandong cities based on the

clustering results, to provide decision-making support for the

high-quality development of Shandong cities.

Literature review

Previous studies in the literature show that greenhouse gas

emissions are closely related to human economic and social

activities, and carbon-containing gases, mainly carbon dioxide,

are an important component of greenhouse gases (Wang andMa,

2020). Some scholars have shown that urban carbon emissions

are mainly influenced by several dimensions such as socio-

economic and technological levels, physical geography, and

policy culture (Shan Y. L. et al., 2018). Among them, socio-

economic factors have been most widely discussed in the
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previous literature. For example, the level of economic

development of cities, similar to the level of urbanization,

follows the environmental Kuznets curve theory with an

inverted U-shaped relationship with carbon emissions (Lin

and Du, 2015). There is a certain super-linear or sub-linear

proportional relationship between population size and urban

CO2 emissions, implying different types of urban development

(Xu et al., 2018). In terms of policy, China’s pilot low-carbon city

policy can significantly improve the carbon efficiency of cities,

and its channels of action include optimizing the industrial

structure and improving energy use efficiency (Fu et al.,

2021). The impact factors in most studies were economic,

demographic Trade and investment, science and technology,

etc., and there are obvious regional differences and temporal

variations in the degree and direction of their effects, as well as

certain regularities. Identifying the key influencing factors on

local carbon emissions according to different cities is the basis for

achieving low-carbon development (Auffhammer et al., 2016).

The study of the spatial and temporal distribution

characteristics of carbon emissions can analyze the trend of

carbon emissions in cities. In this regard, some scholars have

studied the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of carbon

emissions in different industries (Xu et al., 2017). The carbon

emission intensity of China’s construction industry as a whole

shows a decreasing trend, with a decreasing trend in the eastern

and central regions and an insignificant decreasing trend in the

western region (Su et al., 2020). Using a geographically weighted

regression model to study the carbon emissions of China’s

manufacturing industry, it was found that economic growth

has a positive impact on carbon emissions, and the impact

decreases from the east to the central and western regions

(Liu and Feng, 2020). Some scholars have also studied carbon

emissions from different regional perspectives (Schipper et al.,

2001). The spatial dependence structure of provincial carbon

emissions in China was found to be higher in the eastern and

northern regions than in the western and southern regions, while

the central region was in between (Pan et al., 2019). Using a

geographically weighted regression model, we analyzed the

spatial differences and multiple mechanisms of China’s

provincial carbon footprint in 2010, revealing that the

expansion of economic scale and population size is the

driving force for the rapid growth of carbon footprint (Wang

et al., 2014). The spatial variation of carbon emission factors was

analyzed in four aspects: industrial structure, energy intensity,

urbanization level, and foreign trade degree (Chen Y. et al., 2020).

In addition, in the cluster analysis on urban carbon

emissions. In the existing literature, carbon emission factors

have been studied by machine learning algorithms such as

cluster analysis and classification trees to classify cities

considering various characteristics of cities (Hu et al., 2018).

Based on the classification tree model, 155 representative cities

around the world were selected, and their resource consumption

was classified into 15 categories based on their climatic

conditions, urban GDP, population and population density,

and the differences in resource metabolism of different types

of cities were analyzed (Saldivar, 2010). Traditional fuzzy cluster

analysis of China’s sub-provincial carbon emissions is explored

(Zhang et al., 2011). Classification of 30 Chinese provinces into

carbon emission dominant, potential, and lagging regions based

on factor analysis and cluster analysis (Zhang and Zhao, 2019).

Based on the usual geographical classifications of North China,

Central China, South China, Southwest China, and Northwest

China, the influence of carbon emissions from different regions

by urbanization effects was analyzed (Zhang, 2017). The causes

of regional CO2 emission inequality and low carbon

development strategies are explored based on different

economic zones and economic regions (Wang et al., 2013).

In summary, the current research methods for carbon

emissions are rich and extensive, and some progress has been

made, but there are still some shortcomings in the research to

effectively promote the development of regional low-carbon

emission reduction., On the one hand, the scope of research is

mostly global or national in scope, there are fewer studies of

Chinese cities, in particular, and only a few studies have classified

Chinese cities based on the perspective of urban carbon peaks

(Zhang and Ma 2020). The current studies on carbon emission

characteristics in China mainly focus on the national and

provincial levels, or some already developed and mature

urban agglomerations, while Shandong province, as an

emerging development focus, has less literature on its

systematic analysis and research. In addition, previous studies

are mainly based on static cross-sectional indicators, lacking

consideration of dynamic factors affecting urban classification,

which weakens the reliability and significance of relevant

research results. In this paper, based on the reference of

previous literature, a classification analysis of carbon emission

characteristics of 16 cities in Shandong Province was conducted

based on the systematic clustering method. The contribution of

this paper is that the specific provinces and cities are selected for

the study, and comprehensively considers dynamic and static

indicators, analyzes the spatial and temporal characteristics and

clustering characteristics of carbon emissions in each city, and

proposes practical and effective policy recommendations based

on the characteristic analysis, which provides theoretical support

for the government to take low-carbon emission reduction

measures.

Model and data sources

City carbon emissions measurement

Referring to Shan and Guan et al.’s study (Shan Y. et al.,

2018), this paper uses the carbon accounting database (China

Emission Accounts & Datasets, CEAD) from China. The

inventory method is chosen as the method to account for
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carbon emissions. From the production side, the calculation is

based on the fossil energy used by different production sectors.

The basic principle is that carbon emissions are equal to the

activity level (different types of fossil energy consumed by each

production sector) multiplied by the emission factor of that type

of fossil energy (Guo et al., 2020). The specific calculation

formula is.

Cx � ∑
n

i�1(Ei × CEFi × NCVi × COFi)

Cx is the total carbon emissions from energy consumption in

sector x in the province. n denotes the type of energy source. Ei

denotes the consumption of the ith energy source, and CEFi is

the carbon emission factor per unit calorific value equivalent of

the ith energy source. The reference values of each category are

taken from the General Rules for Integrated Energy Calculations

(GB/T 2589-2008) prepared by the Chinese government and the

IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories

prepared by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change. This data accounts for carbon emissions in

Shandong Province from the perspective of the production

sector, but it is difficult to obtain energy use data and

economic output data of the production sector in each

municipality from 2009 to 2017. Therefore, before

downscaling the carbon emission data to ensure data

availability and consistency of statistical caliber, the

production sectors are reclassified according to three

industries by referring to the Chinese government’s standard

on the industrial classification of the national economy (GB/T

4754-2011). Then, referring to the relevant literature (Peters and

Hertwich, 2008), carbon emissions were assigned to each city

according to the proportion of the output value of the

corresponding three industries in the province.

Cluster analysis methods

Clustering is an important class of technical methods in data

mining and is widely used in urban classification (Xu and

Donald, 2005). Cluster analysis is the process of obtaining

optimal divisions based on the similarity or distance of given

sample features in an unsupervised state, ultimately achieving

maximum similarity of samples within groups and high

heterogeneity of samples between groups (Chen J. D. et al.,

2020). There are many different branches of cluster analysis

methods, among which the most important and widely used are

fuzzy clustering, systematic clustering, optimal partitioning,

dynamic clustering, and K-means clustering (Wang et al.,

2013). In contrast to other classification methods, cluster

analysis is based on the characteristics of the data itself, does

not rely on limited criteria, and facilitates the identification of

hidden correlations in the data.

The systematic clustering method first groups all

observations into one class, and then merges them according

to the distance between observations, cycling several times until

all observations are combined into one class. Compared with

K-means clustering and other classification methods, systematic

clustering analysis can classify not only records but also study

variables and is more adaptable because of the flexibility of the

method for calculating the distance between classes (Jiang et al.,

2017). The commonly used systematic clustering methods

mainly include the shortest distance method, the longest

distance method, the intermediate distance method, the Ward

method, etc. The clustering statistics mainly include Block

Distance, Euclidean Distance, etc (Wang et al., 2018). In this

paper, the systematic clustering method was selected and the

latest version of SPSS software was used to perform systematic

clustering analysis using intergroup link-squared Euclidean

distance-range 0–1 normalized for 16 cities in Shandong

province.

Indicator selection and data sources

The construction of a carbon emission factor clustering index

system needs to meet the principles of scientificity, systematicity,

comparability, and operability. Considering data availability and

consistency of statistical caliber, all relevant factors are included

in the construction of the indicator system affecting carbon peak

and carbon-neutral as far as possible (Guo et al., 2021). The

selection of static indicators is mainly based on the influence

patterns of different factors on urban carbon emissions found in

previous literature and is used to reflect the cross-sectional

characteristics of carbon emissions in different types of cities

(Li et al., 2020). The dynamic indicators, on the other hand, are

designed to further help judge the trend characteristics of carbon

emissions in different cities. Reflecting the cross-sectional

characteristics of carbon emissions in different cities, four

dynamic indicators further portray the trend characteristics of

carbon peaks in different cities for systematic cluster analysis. Six

static indicators are selected, namely, population size, economic

development level, energy consumption level, urbanization rate,

industrial structure, and agricultural land area. Four dynamic

data are selected, which are the average annual growth rate of

population, GDP, and urbanization. The cluster analysis index

system is shown in Table 1, and the specific indicators are

selected based on the following.

(1) Population. As the population grows, the consumption of

resources and energy will also increase, and therefore, the

carbon emissions caused by energy consumption will also

increase. The year-end total population of each city and its

average annual growth rate were selected to reflect the city’s

demographic characteristics (Cheng et al., 2020).
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(2) Economic development level. Economic development

requires the input and use of energy resources. As the

level of economic development changes, according to the

environmental Kuznets curve, the level of carbon emissions

will first increase and then decrease (Guo and Yuan, 2020).

GDP per capita and its average annual growth rate are

chosen to represent the level of economic development of

the city (Wang and Zhang, 2020).

(3) Energy consumption level. The higher the energy

consumption level, the lower the energy intensity, which

leads to smaller carbon emissions generated. In this paper,

we choose energy consumption per unit GDP to reflect the

energy consumption level of each city (Zhang X. et al.,

2021).

(4) Urbanization. The process of urbanization will cause the

construction of housing, transportation, and other

infrastructure, resulting in changes in the spatial structure

and economic structure of society, and the input and

production efficiency of social resources, thus indirectly or

directly causing changes in carbon emissions (Du and Sun,

2021). The urbanization rate and its average annual growth

rate are selected to represent the urbanization level.

(5) Industrial structure. The fossil energy combustion in the

secondary industry (especially the energy-consuming

industry) is an important source of carbon emissions in

cities, and the value-added ratio of the secondary industry is

chosen to characterize the industrial structure of cities (Du

and Sun, 2021).

(6) Agricultural land area. Agricultural carbon emissions have

gradually become an important factor affecting total urban

carbon emissions, and the agricultural land area was chosen

to represent the characteristics of urban agriculture (Dong

et al., 2020).

The data in this article were downloaded and compiled from

the official statistical yearbook, among which the static index data

are taken from the Statistical Yearbook of Shandong Province in

2020 and the statistical yearbooks of each city. Dynamic data are

taken from the Statistical Yearbook of Shandong Province

2009–2020 and the statistical yearbooks of each city. The

collected and collated data are shown in Tables 2, 3.

Results and analysis

Analysis of spatial and temporal
characteristics of carbon emissions in
Shandong Province

To facilitate the analysis of the current status of urban carbon

emissions, four cross-sectional data for the years 2009, 2013,

2016 and 2020 were selected for the study. To accurately portray

the spatial differences and temporal evolution trends of carbon

emissions in 16 cities in Shandong, the natural breakpoint

method was used to identify the natural turning points and

characteristic points in the carbon emissions data as the grading

criteria according to the statistical distribution pattern of the

data. The carbon emissions were divided into four grades, and the

grading results are shown in Figure 1.

Analyzing the spatial and temporal trends of the total carbon

emissions of the whole region, we can see that most of the cities in

Shandong province maintain an increasing trend of carbon

emissions over time from 2009 to 2020. Although the overall

carbon emissions are increasing, the carbon emission trends of

different cities start to differ. Two cities, Jinan and Qingdao, start

to show a decrease in carbon emissions. While inland cities such

as Rizhao and Zibo are increasing carbon emissions year by year

TABLE 1 Cluster analysis index system.

Classification Indicators Unit Meaning Year of data

Statics indicators Population million Total population at the end of the year 2020

Economic development level yuan Ratio of gross city product to year-end residents’ population 2020

Energy consumption level t*million
−1

Ratio of total energy consumption to gross city product 2020

Urbanization % Ratio of urban population to total population 2020

Industrial structure % Ratio of gross domestic product to gross city product in the secondary
sector

2020

Agricultural land area ha Total area of crops sown at the end of the year 2020

dynamic indicators average annual growth rate of
population

% Average annual population growth rate 2009–2020

GDP growth rate % Average annual growth rate of GDP 2009–2020

urbanization growth rate % Average annual growth rate of urban population 2009–2020
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with the development of the industry. And the carbon emissions

in coastal areas such as Yantai, Weihai, and Dongying are

relatively stable.

Carbon emissions can only reflect the current overall

emission level of local municipalities, which is an absolute

indicator. In multi-city analysis and comparison, carbon

TABLE 2 Static indicator data by city.

City Population GDP Energy consumption
level

Industrial structure Urbanization Agricultural land
area

Million Yuan % % % ha

Jinan 890.87 106,416 0.51 34.60% 71.21% 619,708

Qingdao 949.98 124,282 0.47 35.60% 74.12% 667,300

Zibo 469.68 77,510 0.91 49.90% 72.04% 249,323

Zaozhuang 393.30 43,100 0.99 43.50% 59.20% 397,190

Dongying 217.97 134,022 0.46 57.40% 69.24% 294,641

Yantai 713.80 107,343 0.47 41.60% 65.42% 441,347

Liangfang 935.15 60,760 0.67 40.30% 62.18% 979,889

Jining 835.60 52,331 0.77 40.30% 59.69% 971,365

Taian 563.50 47,248 0.42 38.90% 62.01% 535,974

Weihai 283.60 104,615 0.45 40.40% 68.72% 200,135

Rizhao 294.90 66,313 1.16 42.70% 61.00% 212,544

Linyi 1066.71 43,213 0.62 37.90% 52.75% 987,588

Dezhou 574.85 52,295 0.70 41.80% 53.03% 1,200,261

Liaocheng 609.83 37,129 0.81 35.70% 52.72% 979,546

Bingzhou 392.30 62,639 0.31 42.40% 58.23% 663,295

Heze 878.17 38,867 0.55 42.60% 50.63% 1,545,198

TABLE 3 Data on dynamic indicators by cities.

City Rate of urbanization
development

Average annual population
growth rate

Average annual GDP
growth rate

% ‰ %

Jinan 4.41 32.53‰ 12.24

Qingdao 4.39 12.43‰ 11.15

Zibo 7.15 4.44‰ 4.39

Zaozhuang 6.46 7.87‰ 3.89

Dongying 7.41 8.61‰ 3.84

Yantai 4.62 1.63‰ 8.32

Liangfang 4.04 4.87‰ 9.85

Jining 7.86 4.41‰ 7.50

Taian 9.24 3.10‰ 5.01

Weihai 5.26 0.75‰ 4.65

Rizhao 6.65 3.50‰ 9.44

Linyi 11.18 8.45‰ 9.04

Dezhou 6.94 1.14‰ 9.54

Liaocheng 7.32 9.32‰ 5.67

Bingzhou 8.99 6.53‰ 6.87

Heze 10.30 6.99‰ 13.95
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emission intensity is often used as a criterion for city

comparison because of the differences in economic level,

population size, the historical basis of development, and

other factors, resulting in absolute indicators often lacking

comparability. The carbon emission intensity of 16 cities in

Shandong Province was classified into four levels using the

natural breakpoint method, and the grading results are

shown in Figure 2.

In contrast to the rising trend of carbon emissions, the

carbon emission intensity maintains a decreasing trend from

2010 to 2020. That is, the carbon emission generated per unit

of GDP is gradually decreasing, and the energy efficiency of

the whole region is improving year by year. However, the

spatial distribution structure of carbon emission intensity

changes at each time point. Zibo, Zaozhuang, and Rizhao

were relatively high-value areas in 2000; the average carbon

emission intensity of Dezhou, Liaocheng, and Tai’an in the

middle or upper-middle level of the province was higher

compared to the inland cities Binhai city, Jinan, Linyi,

Langfang, etc. And the cities in the coastal area, such as

Yantai, Qingdao, Weihai, etc., have lower carbon emission

intensity. By 2016, Liaocheng joins the high-value city and the

carbon emission intensity reaches a new high, while the

carbon emission intensity of other cities is not much

different from that of 2013. By 2020, the carbon emission

intensity of inland cities such as Jinan and Tai’an decreases

and successfully join the ranks of the third tier.

In summary, the total carbon emissions in the whole study

re increase year by year during 2009–2020 and have been

spatially maintained gradually decreasing from inland to

coastal, with the provincial capital cities, as the core of the

region, and major industrial cities being the high-value cities

of carbon emissions in the city. Unlike the changes in carbon

emissions, the carbon emission intensity is decreasing in the

whole study area, but there are city differences in the

magnitude of the decrease. Cities in the inland such as

Jinan had the most significant decrease in carbon emission

intensity; followed by cities in the middle and upper reaches

such as Dezhou, which decreased by 0.055 Mt/billion in 2017;

and cities in the coastal region had the smallest decrease.

The analysis found that the high-value cities of carbon

emissions and carbon emission intensity do not exactly match,

and the evolutionary trends of the two indicators are different,

indicating that the energy use efficiency and emission reduction

FIGURE 1
Carbon emissions of 16 cities in 2009, 2013, 2016, and 2020.
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effectiveness of cities and towns are not the same, and the future

development of carbon emission reduction policies in Shandong

Province needs to be tailored to local conditions.

Clustering results

The collected data were imported into SPSS software, and a

systematic cluster analysis was performed on 16 cities in

Shandong Province by using squared Euclidean distance and

standardizing the range 0–1, and the cluster spectrum is shown in

Figure 3. The distance 12 was chosen to classify the 16 cities into

four categories, the first category: Tai’an, Binzhou, Jining,

Dezhou, Liaocheng, Weifang, Linyi, Heze; the second

category: Zaozhuang, Rizhao, Zibo; the third category: Yantai,

Weihai, Dongying; the fourth category: Jinan, Qingdao. As

shown in Table 4.

The classification results are presented visually in the map

using ArcGIS, and it can be seen from Figure 4 that the

classification results do not fully reflect the continuity

characteristics of the region. From the classification results,

unlike the traditional east-west and north-south divisions, the

classification results show dispersion and span in terms of

geography. This also indicates that when formulating low-

carbon emission reduction policies, promoting carbon

emission peaks and realizing low-carbon development in

Shandong Province, should not apply uniform methods and

means and implement “one-size-fits-all” policies, but also

avoid the wrong way of traditional regional classification, and

conduct targeted classification guidance research based on the

comprehensive characteristics of each city scientifically.

Cluster feature analysis

Through the above cluster analysis and based on the

indicator data and overall characteristics of each category, the

four categories classified can be summarized as “low economy

high carbon type,” “high economy high carbon type,” “high

economy low carbon type” and “low carbon demonstration

type.” Low Carbon” and “Low Carbon Demonstration” cities.

The distribution range and characteristics of indicators for

each type of city are shown in Table 5.

To provide policy recommendations for the effective

adoption of low-carbon emission reduction measures in each

city, an analysis of carbon emission characteristics of various

cities should be taken. Figures 5, 6 give the indicator

characteristics of each city, and a detailed analysis of the four

FIGURE 2
Carbon emission intensity of 16 cities in 2009, 2013, 2016 and 2020.
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types of cities is carried out according to the distribution range

and characteristics of each indicator data.

The first category of low economic and high carbon type

cities. The economic development of this type of city is

relatively backward, with low GDP per capita, between

37,129 and 62,639 yuan, located below the provincial

average. However, energy consumption is high, and the

energy consumption of 10,000 yuan GDP in several areas

exceeds the provincial average, including Jining and

Liaocheng, which reach 0.77 tons of standard coal and

0.81 tons of standard coal, among the top five in the

province in terms of energy consumption intensity. With

the same level of economic development, the level of

urbanization in this category is also relatively low, with the

FIGURE 3
The dendrogram of cluster analysis.

TABLE 4 Cluster analysis results.

Clustering categories Numbers Cities

Type I 8 Taian, Binzhou, Jining, Dezhou, Liaocheng, LangFang, Linyi, Heze

Type II 3 Zaozhuang, Rizhao, Zibo

Type III 3 Yantai, Weihai, Dongying

Type IV 2 Jinan, Qingdao
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urbanization rate ranging from 52.03% to 62.18%, which is

below the provincial average. From the above data, it can be

concluded that the first category cities are currently in the

development stage of economy, industrialization, and

urbanization, and the development level is relatively lower

than other categories of cities. However, the average annual

GDP growth rate and urbanization speed are at the top of the

province.

The agricultural land area indicators can be derived from this

type of city of the agricultural land area is more extensive,

accounting for up to 71.84% of the province, and the primary

industry accounted for 10.33, higher than the average level of the

province, so agricultural carbon emissions also make a certain

contribution to the overall high carbon emissions.

The second type of “high economic and high carbon” cities.

Relative to the first category, the second category cities have a

FIGURE 4
Distribution of clustering results.

TABLE 5 Range of indicators for each type of city.

Indicators Type I (low economic
high carbon type)

Type II (high
economic high carbon
type)

Type III (high
economic low carbon
type)

Type IV (low
carbon model type)

Population/million 732.01 (392.30–1066.71) 385.96 (294.90–469.68) 405.12 (217.97–713.8) 920.43 (890.87–949.98)

GDP per capita/yuan 49,310.25 (37,129–62639) 62,307.67 (43,100–77510) 115,326.67 (104,615–134022) 115,349 (106,416–124282)

Energy consumption level 0.61 (0.31–0.81) 1.02 (0.91–1.16) 0.46 (0.45–0.47) 0.49 (0.47–0.51)

Industrial Structure 39.99% (35.7%–42.6%) 45.37% (42.7%–49.9%) 46.47% (40.4%–57.4%) 35.1% (34.6%–35.6%)

Urbanization Rate 56.41% (52.03%–62.18%) 64.08% (59.20%–72.04%) 67.79% (65.42%–69.24%) 72.67% (71.21%–74.12%)

Agricultural land area/metric 982,889.5 (535,974–1545198) 286,352.33 (212,544–397190) 312,041 (200,135–441347) 643,504 (619,708–667300)

Population growth rate 5.6 (1.14–9.32) 5.27 (3.50–7.87) 3.67 (0.75–8.61) 22.48 (12.43–32.53)

GDP growth rate 9.33% (5.67%–13.95%) 5.91% (3.89%–9.44%) 5.6% (3.84%–8.32%) 11.69% (11.15%–12.24%)

Rate of urbanization 8.23% (4.04%–11.18%) 6.75% (6.46%–7.15%) 5.76% (4.62%–7.41%) 4.4% (4.39%–4.41%)
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higher level and speed of economic development and are located

in the middle or upper-middle of the province, among which

Rizhao and Zibo have a GDP per capita of more than

65,000 yuan, and Rizhao has a GDP per capita growth rate of

9.44%. However, its “high carbon” characteristics are particularly

obvious, and the energy consumption intensity of 10,000 Yuan

GDP in all cities of the second category exceeds the provincial

average, between 0.91 tons and 1.16 tons of standard coal, with an

average of 1.02 tons of standard coal. The urbanization rate and

growth rates are 64.08% and 6.75% on average, located at the

middle level of the province. The overall industrial structure of

such cities is relatively heavy, and Zibo City, as a typical old

industrial city in Shandong, is particularly urbanized and

industrialized, with an urbanization rate of 72.04% and a

secondary industry share of 49.90%, both of which are at the

forefront of the province. Such cities have a small population and

slow growth rate, but their “high consumption and high

emission” industrialization development approach has led to a

higher level of economic development and relatively high per

capita carbon emissions.

FIGURE 5
Static index characteristics of various cities.

FIGURE 6
Dynamic index Characteristics of various cities.
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The third type of “high economic and low carbon” cities,

including Yantai, Weihai, and Dongying, are mainly located in

the eastern coastal region. These cities are characterized by a high

level of economic development but low energy consumption,

good carbon emission reduction effect, and have passed the

second category of “high economic and high carbon”

development period, controlling carbon emission while high

economic development and high resource utilization. The

average GDP per capita of such cities is 114,326 yuan, and

Dongying City is as high as 134,022 yuan, much higher than

the provincial average, while the average energy consumption of

10,000 yuan GDP is 0.46 tons of standard coal, lower than the

provincial average. The level of urbanization is high, with an

urbanization rate of about 67.79%. The low-carbon ecological

construction of this type of city has been effective, but the

industrial structure should continue to be improved, and

continue to control carbon emissions while maintaining

economic development.

The fourth category of “low-carbon demonstration type” cities,

of which Qingdao is the first low-carbon pilot city in the province.

Themain characteristics of the fourth type of city are similar to the

third type of high economic low carbon type, but the overall low

carbon development level is higher than the third type of city. It is

characterized by a high level of economic development, with an

average GDP per capita of 115,349 yuan, which is at the forefront

of the province; the energy consumption of 10,000 yuan GDP is

0.49 tons of standard coal, with a high energy intensity and energy

consumption level. The large population size and the average

annual growth rate of the population in this type of city are the key

population inflow cities in the province. In addition, the industrial

structure presents a good state, the internal structure of the

primary industry is improved, and with the industrial structure

adjustment, the proportion of the secondary industry decreases,

averaging 35.10%. At present, the development is mainly based on

tertiary industry, and the service industry has realized the upgrade

transformation from traditional to modern. With the construction

and development, the urbanization rate has reached a high level

and the growth rate has started to slow down. Such cities have

reached the low-carbon goal, and can control the growth of carbon

emissions while economic development, and should follow up to

achieve the “emission peak” task as early as possible to make an

example for other cities in the province.

Policy suggestions

For the four types of cities, “low economy high carbon,” “high

economy high carbon,” “high economy low carbon” and “low carbon

demonstration,” if we continue to follow the existing economic

development model, the urban development of the former will

evolve into the urban development stage of the latter as time goes

by. Therefore, for cities with different development characteristics, in

order to avoid the old path of “pollution before treatment” and

“development before carbon reduction,” based on the analysis of the

development characteristics of various types of cities, we will give

specific suggestions to effectively promote their low carbon emission

reduction process and achieve “leapfrog development.”

The fourth category of cities is low-carbon demonstration cities

in the province, with the development level and urbanization rate at

the forefront of the province. Jinan and Qingdao have the initial

conditions to reach the carbon peak, so they should lead the

province in low-carbon construction, achieve the peak and

decouple as soon as possible, and lay a good foundation for

achieving carbon neutrality. Firstly, we should continue to

optimize the industrial and energy structure. At present, the

industrial structure of these cities is good, and the proportion of

secondary industry in Qingdao and Jinan has been reduced to 35.6%

and 34.6%, while the proportion of tertiary industry has increased to

60.89% and 61.79%. The second is to strengthen energy

conservation, reduce energy consumption and improve energy

utilization. We will strengthen industrial energy efficiency,

enhance building energy efficiency and promote transportation

energy efficiency. Third, accelerate the construction of green

cities. We will create a green industrial system, carry out pilot

projects in green areas, and actively promote low-carbon concepts

and low-carbon lifestyles for all people.

The third category of cities has achieved remarkable results in

low carbon construction, with high energy utilization and effective

reduction of carbon emission in the process of economic

development. The next step is to optimize the industrial

structure. On the one hand, we should promote the

transformation and upgrading of traditional industries, increase

the efforts to eliminate backward production capacity, and

reduce high pollution and high emission industries. On the other

hand, we should increase the cultivation of new industries,

vigorously develop service industries, and increase the proportion

of the added value of tertiary industries; secondly, we should

strengthen technical support and policy guidance, and establish

and implement market-based mechanisms for energy conservation

and emission reduction; finally, we should use city resources to

explore sustainable development paths. Finally, Yantai, Weihai, and

Dongying should actively use marine resources to build a green and

low-carbon recycling economy and respond to the national

requirement of increasing carbon sink capacity by developing

marine “blue carbon,” strengthening marine ecological protection

and restoration, and enhancing marine carbon sequestration.

The second category of cities has high energy

consumption along with economic development. In the

process of continuing to promote industrialization and

urbanization development, attention should be paid to

abandoning the old development model of high energy-

consuming, high-polluting, and high-emission industries,

re-laying the industrial system, and planning a low-carbon

urban pattern. First, we should promote the upgrading of low-

carbon industries. In the secondary industry, we should

promote the transformation and upgrading of industry,
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adopt low-carbon and environmental protection technologies

to upgrade traditional industries, and reduce high-

consumption and high-emission industries. The third

industry increases the development of new industries, and

promotes the transformation and upgrading of the service

industry; the second promotes the transformation of low-

carbon energy. Clean low-carbon energy is the main direction

of adjusting the energy structure, adhering to the clean use of

fossil energy and vigorously developing non-fossil energy, and

strictly implementing the dual control of energy consumption

intensity and total. Improve energy utilization technology to

reduce energy consumption intensity.

Although the energy consumption intensity is lower than

that of the second category, the first category is in the stage of

rapid industrialization and urbanization, and the carbon

emission will continue to rise as the economy continues to

develop. To avoid the old road of “pollution first and then

treatment,” we should change the economic development

mode and focus on the layout of a low-carbon industrial

system. First, targeting high-carbon industries, transforming

and upgrading traditional old energy. Accelerate the

elimination of backward production capacity in the electric

power industry, actively promote production capacity in the

iron and steel industry, and strictly control new production

capacity in the non-ferrous industry. The second is to

strengthen the construction of energy-saving, new buildings to

fully implement green building design standards, promote the

creation of green construction technology demonstration

projects, accelerate the process of green construction, reduce

carbon emissions in infrastructure construction, and the concept

of low carbon into the urbanization process. Third, advocate the

development of green agriculture, the first type of cities of

agricultural land accounted for more than half of the

province, agricultural carbon emissions are a key link to

promoting the low-carbon development of such cities.

Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the use of pesticides,

fertilizers, and other harmful substances, reduce high-energy-

consuming agricultural machinery and equipment, and establish

an agricultural economic system with green, low-carbon, and

cyclic development. Fourth, we should promote the concept of

low-carbon for all people and advocate a low-carbon lifestyle.

Conclusion

Under the background of “double carbon,” it is urgent to

effectively implement urban carbon reduction governance and

promote urban low-carbon transition development. However,

due to many factors such as natural resources, socio-economics

and technology level, there are large differences in the development

characteristics of different cities, so the low-carbon development

plan of each region should be designed and promoted by

classification. In this paper, we use cluster analysis to classify

16 cities in Shandong Province, and according to the clustering

results, we can classify 16 regions in Shandong Province into four

categories, which are “low economic high carbon type,” “high

economic high carbon type,” “Based on the analysis of the

classification results, scientific suggestions are provided to

promote low-carbon development in each type of region.

The research content of this paper has certain significance in

both theory and practice. First of all, in terms of theory, the

research object is selected as a specific city, which narrows the

scope of the study and makes the policy recommendations more

practical and effective, and the factors influencing carbon

emissions are selected by considering both static and dynamic

aspects, which strengthens the scientific nature of the study. In

practice, because it can be seen from the classification results that

although there is a great correlation between carbon emissions and

socio-economic development, the socio-economic development

index cannot be completely used as the basis for the classification

of carbon emission reduction regions. Moreover, the results of

clustering show incomplete regional continuity, indicating that

neither undifferentiated uniformity can be carried out in future

regional carbon emission reduction guidance, nor can carbon

emission reduction actions be fully promoted by geographical

location division. This study proposes that in promoting carbon

emission reduction and low-carbon transition in the future,

provincial regions should fully consider the characteristics of

cities with different carbon emission types and formulate

targeted and effective policies based on their different

conditions, which will not only help provincial regions achieve

carbon emission reduction targets, but also help promote regional

development and narrow the relative development gap between

regions. Therefore, the policy recommendations proposed in this

paper provide support for the government to effectively promote

the development of low-carbon transition in each city.

In addition, there are some limitations in this paper, mainly

in the selection of specific indicators, due to the availability of

data and other reasons, all relevant factors affecting carbon

emissions were not selected, about which further research will

be conducted subsequently.
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